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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks. Assume any

data if missing in the question paper.

(b) Write a note on ‘guide bank’ used for

river training work. Also write down the

merits and demerits of river training by

embankments. 7

Unit IV

7. What are different types of aquifers ? Explain.

Also define Darcy’s law and its assumptions.

15

8. A well in a confined aquifer was pumped at a

rate of 900 litres per minute for 8 hours. The

aquifer was 6 m thick. Time drawdown data

for an observation well 250 m away was

plotted on a semilogarithmic paper and it was

found that drawdown per o cycle was 1.68 m

and the time for zero drawdown was

5.2 minutes. Find T, k and S. Also determine

the time during which Jacob method cannot

be used at the observation well. 15
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Unit I

1. (a) Write a brief note on ‘History of

development of irrigation in India’. 5

(b) Describe in detail any two methods of

irrigation with neat and clean diagrams.

10

2. (a) Find the field capacity of a soil for the

following data : 8

(i) Depth of root zone = 2 m

(ii) Existing water content  = 6%

(iii) Dry density of soil = 1400 kg/cubic

metre

(iv) Water applied to soil = 500 cubic

metre

(v) Water lost due to evaporation and

deep percolation = 10%

(vi) Area of land irrigated = 1000 square

metre.

(b) Explain sprinkler irrigation system with

neat and clean diagram. 7

Unit II

3. (a) Write down the advantages of Lacey’s

theory over Kennedy theories ? 5

(b) Design an irrigation canal to carry a

discharge of 5 cumec.

Asssume N = 0.0225, m = 1.0 and

(B/D) = 3.24. 10

4. (a) What are the different types of outlets ?

Also explain the requirements of a goods

outlet. 10

(b) Briefly define the setting and sentivity of

outlet. 5

Unit III

5. What do you understand by water logging ?

Also write down its causes and measure of

preventions in detail. 15

6. (a) What is meant by river training ? List

the various objectives of river training

works. 8
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